mother towards the husband. The word "still" shows the element of continuity.

There is a simile in "death", "hang on like death" which indicates that there is no escape from his father, an everlasting relation. The word "whisky", is an descriptive image. There is a metaphor in "make time", in which he compares time to a person to show the memory will last in his mind strongly. The tone of the poet is nostalgic, longing for his father, this is shown through words like "......", "......".

The setting of the poem is in the house of the poet where he was young (not elegant, not Luxourious). As for the rhythm, the poet uses very short words (monolysilabic) which indicate that the sound in happy. The sound in the poem conveys the happiness state as the ending rhyme ab, ab, there is alliteration in the hand that held, it gives a low and gentle movement.

**Last paragraph**

**Personal evaluation:**

1) Whether you liked it.
2) Whether the poet has succeeded in conveying the idea.
3) Can you identify with this poem (does it bring a child memory).
4) How does it change / act / affect us.

After reading this poem I found that the poet has succeeded in conveying his idea which is the father – son love. In my opinion this is a remarkable poem as it brings back my childhood memories and the nice days I spent with my parents.

- Don’t use *maybe* use *perhaps*